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The year of 1973 marked the arrival of the distinguished scholar, Frederick J. Moreau, to the Pepperdine University School of Law after an already rich and rewarding career of legal scholarship.

After graduating from the University of Wisconsin in 1924, Professor Moreau earned his Masters in Law at Columbia University and embarked upon a teaching career that has spanned six decades of service to the legal profession. Prior to coming to Pepperdine, Professor Moreau had directed students at the Universities of Idaho, Kansas, Oregon and California (Hastings). Among the numerous distinctions accorded Professor Moreau was his position as Dean of the Kansas School of Law from 1937-57 and a Fulbright Fellowship as a Lecturer in Iran in 1957-58.

Throughout his career Professor Moreau authored numerous publications including a renowned textbook in torts, annotations of Kansas law, and a multitude of scholarly articles on torts, comparative law, jurisprudence and many other subjects.

Even after such a full and rewarding career, Professor Moreau's love for the law and his concern for its direction caused him to join us at Pepperdine to contribute his wisdom and inspiration these last five years to students, faculty, and the legal community. Professor Moreau's intimate knowledge and respect for such great legal minds as Cardozo, Mansfield, Hand and Holmes adds a rich understanding to evolving principles of law and offers perceptive insights to the law's future course.

Professor Moreau, throughout his life, has possessed a great love for the written word. His studies in French, Latin, Greek, and English, history, art, Shakespeare and international cultures have broadened his teaching perspective and instilled in all of us who have known him a vivid reminder that the law transcends the class and courtrooms to touch the lives of real people, and that fairness and justice are not simply words, but a quality of life that must be secured and maintained for all persons everywhere.

The presence of this humble scholar of law, history and philosophy shall be greatly missed at Pepperdine. The dedication of this journal is in sincere appreciation for all his contributions to the profession of law and to mankind generally. This thanks is ex-
pressed personally, as a friend and colleague, and also on behalf of a grateful faculty and student body. We hope it conveys to Professor Moreau our sincere feelings of love, respect and appreciation.

Ronald F. Phillips
Dean, School of Law
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THANK YOU